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We need a Junior Software Engineer.
About us. Five years ago we set ourselves an important task: To connect local businesses with their
customers - via Smartphone. In our view, a task overwhelmingly important in the age of the digital
revolution. If we are able to continuously build these connections we can proudly claim to have
built bridges from yesterday to today, from entrepreneurs to their loyal customers, the backbone
of our economy. Pretty cool ay?
We have taken the "building bridges" and "connecting" pretty serious in the past few years and
have become the largest loyalty card network in Switzerland. Four times more users have
downloaded our app than inhabit the city of Lucerne (280'000) - with 10'000 joining every month.
Up until today more than 1'300 locations from all industries and regions in Switzerland trust our
service - a huge pleasure, which brings along a big responsibility.
About you. Well, and now we need nothing more but a Tech-Supertalent: A character
combining existing coding skills and the potential to become a "kick-ass" full stack developer with
an entrepreneurial spirit; A digital version of young Jon Snow ready to take on the next step on a
startup-ship already sailing the high seas of success; A fanatic who loves coding but can also talk
to human beings, understands products and the business side of life. That's it. Nothing too
difficult. In more technical terms this is what we need/ you need to do:
-

Be the supporting pillar when parts of an existing technology infrastructure (iOS App,
Android App, PHP / MySQL backend) get migrated into a more scalable solution
Play a key role in a new development team and improve your coding skills through the
close work with senior team members and the CTO directly
Create new features and try new technology to realize the next step of the poinz vision
Influence the redefinition of existing assets with your experience in mobile and web
development and push new ideas forward with your out-of the box thinking
Enlarge your knowhow of state-of-the-art technologies/ frameworks such as Java/
Spring boot, ReactJS, React Native, Docker, Kubernetes etc.
...and code like there is no tomorrow ;-)

We have a lot to offer (tech-wise, participation, remuneration) - so step closer. If you have worked
in startups before, know you are on top of the game when it comes to coding, eager to learn new
technologies and want to jump into an adventure that changes the Swiss "KMU landscape" - we
want to talk to you at our office. Send us your CV and motivation letter or just come by. Door is
open, 24/7.
Technicals: 100% (or slightly more), great salary for a startup, shares (which are actually worth
something), key development position and a young, energetic team are waiting for you.
WoMan... that's the position you were waiting for.
Hit it!

